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undergraduate educational pro-
gram."
Lick said he formed the com-
missions—to cover "the-three
core, critical areas for us fulfill-
ing that -mission and being a
quality university-"
"The University of Maine has
been a quality institution,"
tick said. -"We have hadeffec-
tive undergraduate programs,
and_we'se had effective graduate
proiliims. It's been an effective
Land- Grant intiversity, even
with limited resources.
• -But w hat has been needed in
the past, versus what will be re-
quired in the future ... those ire
two very different things," he
said.
Lick said UMaine must be
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Presidential commission reports released
by Doug Vanderweide
• Staff Writer •
Editor's-Note: The following
is the first in-a four-part series
:about the recently-released
  -presidential .commission reports
on the Land Grant Sea Grunt
university, undergraduate and
graduate education.
.University of Maine Presi-
dent Dale Lick presented the
result of two years' thinking
about U!vlaine's mission and
the quality of education at
[Maine in a press conference
last week.
He released reports from the
Commission on Undergraduate
Education, the Commission on
Graduate Education, and the
Commission on the Land
Grant Sea Grant University. of
the Future.
* Lick, who established the
three commissions in the fall of
1987, called the reports "sery
pod news, especially when you
think of us as a university that's
trying to move forward in a
concrete, positive way to serve
this state well.
'Lain:ailed a report releas-
ed in January 1986 by the
Visiting Committee to the
L'Maine System, which he laid
made "a number of Major
recommendations after a great
deal of research."
The Visiting Committee's
report stated UMaine's mission
was one of a "research and doc-
toral institution.." and that
"its graduate programs (should)
'rest, upon a first-ilass
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Undergrad commission
'calls for majorchanges
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Write! ,
Editor's Note- This is the second in a four-part series..
- •
Three new Offices, a 36-hour "liberal arts" curriculum addi-
tion for all students, and the elimination of freshman triples
ink ionic of the 45 recommendations made by the Presiden-
-dal Commission on Undergraduate Education.
The commission, which was formed in November 1987, tack!-
• ed the subject of undergraduate education in five areas: first-
year experience, quality of teaching, the curriculum, assessment
of undergraduate learning, and quality of campus life.
Julia Watkins, acting dean of the College of' Arts and Sciences
and chair of the commission, said her report's recommenda-
ble, IINDERGRAD page 3)
GSS passes budget;
few decreases made
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
; It was a busy night for the General
Student Senate, its last meeting for the
spring semester.
After thorough debate-, the GSS voted
to makebudget allocations for boardsof
student:government for 1989- 1990 iden-
' tical-tolast-year's figures.
.Budgett for-Student Legal Services,
Residents On Campus, the Off-Campus
Board, Guest Lecture Series, the Univer-
sity of Maine Fraternity Board, and the
Panhellenic Council will receive $140,038
just as they had for 1988 - 1989.
-. Because of the failure of the referen-
dum question-concerninit a $2.50 in-
crease in the activity fee,, frimn which stu-
dent government gets its funding,
decreases were mad:: within student
government's own budget'.
A total of $1,300 was cut from the Ex-
ecutive Budgetary Committee's recom-
mendations for budget items like office
supplies. advertising and cor-
respondence, repairs and maintenance,
and a contingency fund. . •
Before this reduction, Mike Scott, an
off-campus senator, proposed a 10 per-
cent reduction "across the board" for
student government budget figures. But
there were opponents TO
• Scott recommended the decrease so
more money could be available ..to
allocate to clubs and organizations next
semester. ,
"You have to take the clubs into con-
sideration, " he said. "%e need money
to work with them for next year,"
But Todd Johnson, president of Stu-
dent Legal Services, was adamantly op-
posed to the the 10 percent reduction,
saying it wasn't fair to SLS because it
had no way to make money.
(see BUDGET page 7)
Chinese students demand
recognition by government
- . -
BEIJING (AP)-Student leaders in
Beijing on Thesday-gave the government
24 hours to recognize their new student
union or they would take to the streets
again. In Shanghai, thousands
demonstrated for democracy and
freedom.
The developments added new tension
to a situation the government has been
trying to calm by holding talks with of-
ficially sanctioned student ,unions.
44
Last week's activism crested with a
march of 150,000 sttgents and their sup-
porters in China's%;
The official student unions took no
part in the marches, the biggest in com-
munist China's history, and student ac-
tivists say the talks, won't satisfy their
'yearnings for a freer and more open
China.
(see BEUING page 10.1
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"HOT AND INTOXICATING
...A SEXY SIZZLER
with three ot the most exciting performers
on screen at any one time. Gibson. Russell
and Pfeiffer are terrific!'
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Date: Wednesday, May 3
Place: 101 Neville Hall
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Admission: Free
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ATTENTION:
SENIOR CHALLENGE PARTICIPANTS!
LET'S END THE CONFUSION:
THERE WILL BE A
SENIOR CHALLENGE CELEBRATION!
THRUSDAY, MAY 4
CROSSLAND AWMNI CENTER
-00 - 5:00 p.m.
Prizes for class agents!
DRESS DOWN: Come casual - sweats, jeans, jams
- da it-YOUR WAY!
Beer, wine and munchies served - stop by o get
your free admission pass to the Orovicat
NOTE. Time and context of even were changed to
help accommodate senior celebrations taking
place the same day AND to help promote
Senior Council's SENIOR NIGHT at the ORONOKA.
There is still time to take the Challenge!
Call 58I-ALUM TODAY!!!
News Briefs
New shuttle countdown under way
CAPE CANAVERAL. Ha
(AP)—An abbreviated countdown
began Tuesday for launchint. Atlan-
tis on a once-delayed planetary !Ms-,
sion, and the astronaut who will.corit-
mand the flight said, 'This time were
going to see if we can get it right "
Astronaut. David Walker and his
four crewmates flew here. Tuesday
.afternoon from their training base in:
Houston, where they went after their
flight was scrubbed Friday just 31
seconds before the planned liftoff.
"Looks like the vehicle's been turn-
ed around real well." Walker told
reporters. "We're extremely pleased
the folks here at the Cape were able
to do suctta good and quick job get-
ting it ready to go again."
The other cress members are pilot
Ronald Grabe and mission specialists
Mary (lease, Mark tee and Norman
rhagant.
"There are ix) major issues in
sight," Robert Crippen, NASA's
deputy dinector for, operations, said
after a missin management meeting.
7'Werr nton toward 4 Thursday
launc
Liftoff is sch • led for 1:4X p.m.
The shuttle will into space the
S550 million.Magella •robe, a robot
spacecraft bound tor V'us. It will be
the first U.S. pianetar) I mon in II
years and the first to be aunched
from a space shuttle.
•
U.S., West Germany discuss
short-range missile compromise
WASHINGTON AP)—The
United States is chlgosing with the
troubled West German government a
potential compromise w the dispute
over short-range nuclear missiles that
involves development of -a non-
nuclear West German rocket, U.S. of-
ficials said Tuesday.
The missiles could target airfields
and other Warsaw Pact military in-
stallations now covered by the
nuclear-armed Lances that
Chancellor Helmut kohl is trying to
persuade NAJD to scale back and
event u0Y-elirninite.
The West German government
decided in February to suspend
research and development of the
Fk90, which is classified as a tactical
weapon with a range below 300 miles.
But in seeking a compromise in the
dispute over the Lance missile, going,
ahead with the German missile is:
under discussion, said the officials.
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Woman who allegedly ran over man
charged only with leaving the scene
BANGOR. Maine (Af) -- A
young Canine woman who alleged-
ly drove her car over a man lying in
the street was charged only with leas;
ing the scene of the accident and fail-
Mg to reporrit,-even though the man
was killed.
"We had a lot of evidence, and we
just presented it to the grand jury and
let them make their decision,"
Penobscot County District Attorney
R. Christopher Almy said Tuesday, a
day after Holly M. Russell was
indicted.
Ms. Russell, IS, probably would be
'arraigned on Friday,,Almy said.
A charge of manitiglIferAtilid
have required evidence of criminal
recklessness or -negligence. Almy said.
Os. Russell fatally drove her car
over Donald Lagasse, 33, early on
April 8 in Milford. Alms said that
Lagasse was on his way home from
a bar when he ended up tyrng-otra—
road, possibly after either passing out
or tripping.
"The evidence showed that he was
lying in the middle of the road in the
middle of the night with dark
clothing." Almy said. "The
evidence shoed that. he had a high
blood-alcohol level."
Authorities said a passenger from -
Ms. Russell's car notified them the
--ntrirning after IViletit—h;TolroVving a, .:
radio news report of the incident.
Police: Animal killings work of cult
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Drums
- beating in the night,-- dead cats tning
from trees and animals sacrificed on
altars in a popular state park just
minutes from the capitol have police
• speculating about a satanic cult.
"You do have animals that get hit*
by cars. You have animals that die in
the woods. But l'xe -never seen
this," said Allenstown Police Sgt.
•, Ron Montplaisir, an 11-year veteran of
the force.
Police were first alerted in January,
. when a woman walking her dogs
came across a mutilated beaser and
- porcupine.
Montplaisir said authorities didn't
think much of it at first.
"But then we started getting the
..ats, and the dogs missing, and the
drums.
And then .we said, 'Hold itr
The activity seems to have in-
creasedin the past month as the
weather warmed up, Montplaisir said.
Last week,„ two officers on patrol
heard drum_s beating, and another of-
ficer saw dead cats hanging from their
necks in the woods.
Residents of the blue-collar com-
munity of 5,500 also have complain-
ed about .the drums at night. Mont
plaisir said he doesn't know if the
drums are coming from atape player
or if someone actually is beating
them.
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• Reports
-able to help the state deal-widtlrapidly-
changing society, and said-the three com-
ission repoRs woUld help the university
in that attempt, •
Julia Watkiqs, chair of the Presiden-
tial Commission- on Undergraduate
Education, said "institutional renewal"
was a prime consideration of her report.
"Institutional renewal, I believe,
means looking critically at what we are
doing," she said.
k !1,i, acting dean of the College of
Ant and Sciences, said her report in-
chided- critical! statements about
U Maine's undergraduate programs.
"Those statements are not meant to be
a vote of 'no confidence' nor meaning
that we're not doing what we should be
doing, or we have a poor undergraduate
program," she said.
Watkins said her commission's recom-
mendations were derived from that
critical look and are -meant to
"strengthen what we are doing. --
•U ndergrad
tions were the product of "a critical
look" at undergraduate education at
t 'Maine, ,
"Our recommendations are intended
to promote change and to strengthen
shat we are doing," she said.
The commiision had established use
goals of an undergraduate education in
its report. The report States that:
'..s • Undergraduates should take an ac-
tive interest in-the process of learning;
• Students should become adept at
"innovation, discovery, intellectual flex-
ibility and openness," and should
develop a personal code of ethics;
• Students should understand the
past and present foundations of
American and foreign cultures, - and
•should become aware of their places in
the world; 
 . 
• Students should be able to com-
municate.. clearly, to listen and unders-
tand, to reason, and to think "critical!)
and decisively";
• Each student should have "M-depth
knowledge" of a specific field. A
the commission had several critiasinS
of the undergraduate curricula, in-
• cluding the lack of a' "common intellec-
tual experience," lack of coherence in
the various liberal arts programs- of
UMaine's colleges, the large sizes, of
- some introductory courses, and the ap-
parent lack of opportunities for ex-
tracurricular "intellectual- exchange."
The commission recommended nine
changes, including:
• Requiring students take two lab
science courses, or a lab-science and an
applications course,--
• An I8-hour Minor in "Human
Values and Social Content";
• Requiring that all students pass a
writing competency course to enter
UMaine;
• Requiring students to take a "foun-
dations course" in their major and an in-
lirdiciplinaiy seminar during the first
year;
• A return to ttie old system of being
charged only for the first 15 credit hours
of each semester:-
First-year experlesee
The undergraduate commission had
'recommendations in five areas: firstlear.._
experience, quality of teaching,
academic curriculum, a method for
assessing students' level of learning, and,.
quality of life. (See related,story on front
page.) _
Gordon Donaldson, the chair of the
Presidential Commission on Graduate
Education at the University, of Maine,
said the Visiting Commission's sugges-
tion of strengthening doctoral programs
and research at UMaine was, its primary
locus,
"(We found that) graduate education
is a very diverse operation:" said
Donaldson. "It is deceritrilized, and
there are some 75 to 80 individual
graduate programs here, all dealing with
very esoteric enterpriies."
Only about IS pereent of UMainek
-graduate students „are doctoral can-
didates, according to the graduate com-
mission's report. J
Donaldson's commission . made nine
Commendationa, mostly dealing with
ways to improve grattuate education and
make bonds-between individual graduate
programs. The commission's report will
be examined in more detail later in this
series.
The Presidential Commission on the
Land Grant/Sea Grant University of the
Future, chaired by Stephen Reiling,
associate professor of agricultural and
resource economics, fniinct three roles
for the future of UMaine.
• • , . ,
Reding said those roles were to pro-
vide "intellectual leadership" in the state
and the region, to he accessible to most
citizens and to be involved in "socially
relevant activities."
Reiling's commission offered several
recommendations to achieve the three
goals, all of which will be examined in
another article in this series.
continued from page I)
President Lick said several forums
would be held to discuss the content of
the reports, and all will be open to the,
public Forum dates for the three com-
missions will be listed in their respective
articles Ur-this series.
Lick said he knows not all of the corn-
missions' recommendations can be_ac-
cepted, and that budgetary constraints
Will need to be overcome.
He said he hopes the governor,
..gislatint, and he,sird of trustees will
become "excited" by the reports and will
want to make "an investment, not an ex-
penditure" on the recommendations.
Lick also said independent fund rais,
jug would need. to be increased to meet
the costs of improvement
_•• "There's no question we hope others
will take a great deal of interest and sup-
-port this," Lick said. "(Run we must
find ways to generate new resources
ourselves. "
The commission's report said non-
traditional and associate degree students
have not been actively recruited, and that
faculty are not involved enough "in the
recruitment of Maine scholars."
It also found. that prospective students
do not interact enough with their col-
leges until they are accepted by. UMaine,
and that not all students who are ac-
cepted meet their college's admissions
• criteria.
—The commission made 15 recommen-
dations, including:
• A new ."Office for . the First Year Ex-
perience," which would administrate a
new first-year program;
• The Office of Enrollment Manage-
ment..establish lines of communication
with the vice president for Academic
_Affair' s;
• A program be developed for prO-
moting UNiame to the public;
• Each department designate a facul-
ty member, alumni member, or
emiritusja as a "Maine Recruiter";
• Promotion of better ties between
UMaine faculty and public school
--teachers;
• That a person from enrollment
management be assigned to recruit
outstanding students.:
Quality of teaching
Under the heading of "quality of
teaching," the commission found that
teaching "means something different" in
different departments, that teaching
evaluations are also varied among
departments, that, in some cases, pro-
motion and tenure don't depend on
teaching merit, and that- teaching
workshop's exist, but they are too small.
The commission made nine recom-
mendations here, including:
• ThEinclusion of a statement about
quality undergraduate education in the
university's mission;
• Requiring all academic. units to
review their promotions schemes;
• The formation of a "Teaching Sup-
port Division" in the Office of the Vice
President of Academic Affairs. .
• Faculty members evaluate the
fectiveness and appropriateness"
The commission found, under the teaching;'
•heading of "first-year experience, "1, The establishment of teaching
that UMaine lacks agressive student - awards'-ak_UMaine
recruitment practices. It also criticized Student a.s.sessment
the university for the number of recent
graduates who are working in the-univer-
sity's admissions office.
-
"ef -
of their
The commission found that there is a
good deal of concern in the faculty and
r
administration for the progress of
students, and that much data has been
gathered on the subject. The commission
recommends four changes under the
heading "assessment of student'
learning":
• A-single assessment procedure be
established by the university;
• That the proposed."Teaching Sup-
port Division" be given responsiblity for
developing assessment tools;
• Assessment of student values be a
joint effort of academic affairs and stu-
dent affairs;
(continued from page I)
, • All new students take a reading
assessment test before registering for
classes.
Campus life
The commission found that tudents
feel powerless against faculty nd ad-
ministrators; that them are tog many
freshman triples; that non-trashional
student enrollment is climbing, that
alcohol abuse, sexual harrassment and
. (see COMMISSION po* 6)
' EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP PUBLIQ fORUM\'
iFREE PUBLIC LECTURE
"THE PUBLIC IMPERATIVE:
COMMUNITY ADVOCACY FOR MEANINGFUL
IMPROVEMENT IN EDUCATION"
ERNEST L. BOYER
President of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching
7:30 p.m., May 3,-1989
Maine Center for the Arts
Ernest L. Boyer is currently an education columnist for
- The London Times and has served as U.S. Commissioner of Education
and as chancellor of the largest U S university system, the State
University olNew York, before pining the Carnegie Foundation. .
Bayer's free lecture is offered by the Bangor Education Foundation, an,
independent, non-profit organization devoted to promoting innovative
approaches to improving public school education The forum is
supported by the University of Maine, the Bangor Daily News, the
Bangor Theological Seminary, the Bangor School Department and the
Maine COurntnunity Foundation.
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door of_the.--Arniitssity-Tof Matc
Museum of Art their attention it 'in•A
mediately grabbed by the different type \
-! of exhibit now on. display.
Unlike most exhibits, which feature a
single theme or artistic medium, this
display contains ,a wide yariety of works.
- This display. '1"Vital Currents." is
the annual student art exhibit and con-
tains only pieces done by UMaine -
students that have been selected by a
panel orjusiges tc.be of outstiuiding
quality.
-There is some really different stuff •
in the exhibit," said Lisa Park, public
• relations assistant for the museum.,
.• She said there are more . than 200
pieces in the exhibit.
"I think (the diversity) is represen-
tative of the students," Park said. "No
4 The' 1)ai4 Maine' ampie Wednestieo. Mas 3. 1989.
Student artwork highlights Carnegie exhibit
by Steve Miliano
Staff Writer
.•
• well to detail."
Bosse said she felt "Y-er) proud" to
have her work, which took about 200
As visitors walk through the \front have been enrolled in-an classes in the 
,hours to complete. included in the show. I wanted." •
I*4.) studeittS are alike." -
Park said all submissions fOr the ex-
hibits come from U Maine students s ho
Past Year. They_are "juried.-7- or judg-
ed. over a period of three.days by facul
ty members and other art students.
One piece that stands out is a
stiapstone 'seulpture titled "Madonna
IzChiIdThriime. 'ant of two
created by Helena Bosse, a funioi art ,
education major from Milford.
The mother of four. children. Bosse
said she had liked tbe,protective feeling
'of.a sculPture like "Madonna and
Child."
"I wanted to do a • 'Madonna and
Child' and express (that) feeling," she
said. -
- 
Bosse said sheThose soapstone as her
*artistic medium because it was easy to
work with. L
"It's a-soft stone that is easier to Sculpt
than marble," she said. "Itjends itself
Amyytilsom a junior 11.11tiorini-initri- -
education 'and psychology, shared _
Bosse's attitude.
really quite a privilege to be
chOsen, " she said. "There's so muck
- good stuff in (the exhibit)."
Srdscui lias two parts of a fourpiece
series ofcharcOal and chalk drawinss-o(
sunglasses on display. - .
"It was part of-an assignment for my
drawing class," she said. "We were
asked to take-a small but interesting ob-
ject and blow' it _up and make it more
abstract.
Wilson said she chose to use charcoal
and chalk because. she felt she would
hase more AX.eati011 AIM_ medium.
"You can be more contextual with
a pencil, you can keep going over the
same place, but it, never really gets black.
Charcoal really gives it the context that
-
--- Mark -Nun selected 'green ash as the
-rnediunt for his sculpture titled "Un-
dulation." By steaming the ivood. he
was able to _mold it into the form he
wanted.
.1
-wanted to work-with steamed wood
because I wanted to transcend the typical
qualities of wood," the senior studio
art major-said. "BY steaming-it. you can
manipulate the wdod in a way that is un-
consentional. " -
Park described the student exhibition
as "a celebration of the entire art depart-
ment. " bnd said she 'considered this
year's show "one of the best" in the
event's long hittdry.
The Maine Museum of. Art is located
in Carnegie-Hall.
charcoal and chalk. "she said. "With •
College cifficials threaten student press freedom
(cps) — Three more student publica-
tions got into trouble with, ad-
ministrators for stories they printed.
Officials at the U.S. Naval Academy
__and Brown University threatened to cen-
sor campus papers by cutting the
'  publications' budgets. In March. Ap-
palachian State University officials made
a similar threat.
The ccintroverkies follow similar pro-
•
blems at Duquesne, Georgia State and
• California State at Long Beach -unt%er-
sines, the New Jersey Institute of
Technology. Bentley College. and the
Untsersity of South Dakota during the
1988-89 school year. y -
The Appalachian „fit Appalachian
State in North CaOolina won ad-
ministrators' emnity with two opinion
pieces; one called "The Three Minute
Reaching Out In•
All Directions
The Daily Maine Campus:•
- Balanced. fair reporting of the news:
university, national, local, and sports.
- Provocative editorials with a chance
for everyone to reply. •
• 
Advertising and classifieds that help
•you find what you need.
- Read the newspaper that reachesthe - 
UnruersitO of Maine community it's--free. - -
daily, and its even portable. s
_
u re For Insomnia: ". the _other
"Christians Need Condoms For Their
Noses."
"We cannot censor it, but We cm n shin
it down," ASU Chancellor John
Thomas told the Appalachian.
At Brown University in Rhode Island,
Dean of Student Life John Robinson
called for a "review" of the budget-of
"Issues Monthly," a student magazine
, that angered officials sVith an account of
-t-bow Brown allegedy admitted a student
to its med school in exchange for a
5300.000 gift from the student's lather
The magazine also ran a piece built on
a reporter4 secret recording of a job in-
terview with the Central Intelligence
Agency.
"w-Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
,townhouse apattinents.-
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
DRIVER WANTED
Bangor Ares - Courier Service .
- $5.00 an hour to six-t
1; Full-time summer Part-time winterX
Call: 989-1547. or 989-1521'
ATTENTION
SENIORS!
•---BOW ABOUT A $400 DISCOUNT COUPON --f-A 90-DAY_DEFERMENT ON YOUR FIRST
PAYMENT ON ONE OFOUR GREAT PICKUPS?
TO FIND OUT IF YOU QUALIFY,
STOP IN FOR DETAILS TODAY!
FLOOD
GMC - SCANIA
Freedom Industrool Pork
ate. 2 lierfoott Jost beyond Pilot's Crill
• 848-3314
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS
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Bting your personals to:
The Daily Maine Campus
Basement of Lord Hall, Advertising Office
The deadline to submit your
personals is:
Wednesday, May 3
The personals will run:
Friday, May 5
The personals only cost 50 cents a line
Finish off your senior year with
a personal to your friends
Ma= 4, (-#04t Lth Alt ?Lt. cA
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Watchdog skepti
VAI..DEZ, Alaska tAPI-12--41.S. Coast
GuardCommananuPitit-A.Iilyst today
faulted Exxon's revised plan to clean up
the nation's largest oil spill, but promis-
. 
_ ed the effort will be completed this•
summer.
"The plan is very thin. There's not A
lot of backup or_substantiation," said
Yost, an admiral chosen by President
Bush to track the cleanup effort for the
federal gostriun nt.
"We are going \o be done this sum--
" Yost also at -a news -briefing .
al of Exxon's cleanup plan
after arriving for a weeklong tour.
"Some beache are going to be sparkl-
ing, some bea es are going to be far
from Sparklin
Yost's comm nts followed the release,
Monday of Ex 'n's revised strategy to
clean up the oil spilled by the tanker Ex- '
xon Valdez.
• Exxon wan to burn or bury -- The
sludge recover.,., and says environmen-
tal laws may h to be bypasied to (dinar-.
the disposal. he plan, submitted 010
•CorTimission
lack of faculty accessability onside the
classroom make a tough social climate; _
and that UMaine has one of the lowest
minority student percentages in Nev.
England.
The commission made eight, recom-
mendations in this area:
• The establishment of an .'Xiffice of
Ombudsperson for Students"; -
V , -
hours before a deadline( requires Yost% Oil from the spill has been sighted,
approval-before it is put,into_Ofeff. He mire_ than 525 mila.,_ southwest of
said he will make that decision wifinn a Valdr-r .
week. :. • __ ' Exxon faced protests today in at least
. 
...........t
. .
Exxon's 60-page, two-pan resised three states. Consumer groups in Alaska
strategy to cleanse some 364 miles of _ and New York state asked for boycotts
-Alaska's coastline of the oil spilled of Exxon products. In Oregon. 20 state
March 24 by the tanker Exxon Valdez _legislators joined in the call for a one-
was released Monday. The tanker struek day boscott. and demonstratiqn•AAb"*.
a reef 25 miles from Valdez. spilling 10.1 planned at tlse port_of Portland, Wisest
minion gallons of crude Olt IMO Printer:- the -crippled -tanker is estritieTeit-I,6--beI-
William Sound. , rePkirvd• .
• Elimi ion of freshman triples;
• Conti tion of work on the
Memorial nion expansion;
• A review ofnorkTtracliiionat, -part-
time and commuter programs:- -
• • Development of programs to link
the academic and social lives of students;
▪ An immediate addressing of the
problems of alcohol and sexual abuse;
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER CAMP
The American Camping Association (NY) wiN make your application
available to_chsr 300 cainpain the Northeo_ bciting opportunities
for college students and professionals. Positions available all land
and -water ;ports. arts 1 crafts, drama music dance. tnpping. nature.
R.N.'s. M.D.'s. Aides; -kitchen. maintenance.
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE. Call or write for application.
American Camping Aisociation
43 West 23 St.. New York, N.Y. 10010
1-800-777-CAMP'
SERVING HOURS IN MEMORIAL UNION FOOD
SERVICE
3eginnin FRIDAY, APRIL 28 the Memorial Union it"
Service will be open during the following hours:
.
UNIVERSITY CLUB
MONDAY
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
,
.-
--94NDAY —
DAMN YANKEE 
MONDAY. --RIDAY
SATT:RDAY & SUNDAY
BEAR'S DEN *
-7:30 AM - 5:00 13M
7:30 AM --9:00-PM
CWSED
8100 AM - 3:20 PM
--
CLOSED
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY 7:30 - 1000 PM.
THURSDAY 7:30 PM .- 1100 PM
FRIDAY- 7-30- 10.00 PM
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM
-*hours will be adjusted fqr special 'programs.
• Monetary and other barriers to stu
dent social functions should be removed;
'a A "major initiatist" in campus
diversity he undeadkerr.--7:
Forum to he' held
The Commission on Undergraduate
Education will be holding a forum on
(continued from page 3)
•
May 11,• at 4 p.m. in the Bodwell Dining
Lounge of the Maine Center for the
•Arts.. The public is invited to attend and
offer input on the commission's report.
Copies of all three_commission's
•reports are available_ from,, the Depart-
ment of Public Affairs on the RangeTy
Road:
APARTMENTS
Available for Fall '89
Summer apartments too!
Call 866-2516 or 941-9113
,,....,,:". II
HELP!!!
4.fr
The Department of Soci
Work Needs You
C.)
If you or someone xqz,i know
would like to be part of
our team as a work study
student this summer, see
Marilyn Foster in 201
Fernald Hall, or 9.11
Extension (2387)
tetr"100e4 Its‘"a0e->4 0-4 4,40"~"24.9
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• B4dget 
SLS providesi free legal service to
UMaine students. It only charges fees
when court costs are incurred.
"It's not fair to (SLS) because we can't
make the money back," Johnson said.
(continued from mige 1
Scnitwithdrew his recomrnendatiOn in
favor 'of decreases within the student .
government's own board budgets. The
decreases were promilly voted in by the •
senators.
Cumberland Hall senator Tom
Magadieu said the senators had to repre-
sent the-student's wishes when they voted The GSS also passed three resolution
down the increase in the activity fee tOgo into effect next semester: a $2.400 
"We4re rept-twain them. " he] said. -1 _anocationtetbccroucti _
"They've-told us they donl.want and a S5.800 allocation to set up a book
have an increase. We have .to midi it buyback stall& as an alternative tfiThe
ladiveirsity College senator Jim
Moorbead-was in favor of an "across the
board" decrease. but not as large as 10,
percent.
"We have to inse up a lithe bit." he
said. "But 1 think that's a little too
much." '
4
bookstore's buyback
•
The book buyback program will be
• student-Mand will give students a 50
percent return forthe_original price of
their textbooks ancra 60 percent mark-
up when the textbooki-are sold
pss doesn't like $65 fee;
drafts letter to Aceto
• by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate has
bande4in_ILLAM_Io_addro6 the $65--
1;leWicatediParking Fund proposed by-
the • Ad Hpc Task Force on ,Parking.
Senators drafted a petition Tilesday
.nigliewhictcallel the proposed fund.
"unrealistic and unacceptable."
The letter recommends that the fee'
should not be an amount no greater
than S20 and will be given to Thomas
Aceto, vice president for
Administration:
The letter will be presented to
Aceto during an open forum today
from noon to 2 p.m. in the North
Lown Room of the Memorial Union.
John Gallant, student government
president, said the increase from the -
current -SS-parking fee.to $45 is "n
-unheardof increase in any situa-
"The parking problem on carnpuk
tiOn. .
is not worth 'a -1,300 percent an •
-crease," he said.
The pmposed Dedicated Parking
Fund is one of seven recommenda-
tions by the task force to improve the
shortage of parking t places  
throughout the campus.
"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
\Vhn ,my friends and I graduated
from high school, we All took part-time -
\jobs toy-for college.
•They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay. •
Not me. My. job takes just-one-
weekend A-month and two weeksa year.
Yet, I'm earning $18, for 41/lege._
Because I jinedv local Armv
Nationgl-Gua .
They'relhefpeople who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our counfry's military
-defense.
As somas.' finished Advanced-
, Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
anOther $5,000 for_tuition and books,
thanks to the New G-I Bill:
,Not to-merition-my-rnonthIK_Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
lin in the Guard. .
• And if Hake out a college/4)ml. the
Guard will help me pay it hack — up to
S;1;500 a year. plus interest.
It all adds up to :18,000--()r more
• 
—for c()Ilegelor.just a little ()fray time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than _
any car wash will give
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAI, RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CAI,I, TOILLFREE---
SOO-638-760W' OR MAIL THIS-
- —
COUPON. •
• 1,
, • $1$. $ .
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,
444 " 1 Pit
•$ c rt.17- $14
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• So, sinceim helping them do such I Pk" Mil •"
an important job, they're helping me
mak it throtigh-schOol.
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Editorial
New Policy
T. he proPoSedlif4 annual parking ter is aim& astep M -Mr right7—dliection, although some of-theaccompanying reccomendations are unacceptable. ,
No one who lives on -campus, oils in. any way connected__ ..
with the university will irgue with the fact :that there is a
parking problem. It has been raked and - re-raked over the
coals by any group needing a reason. to complain. The Daily
Maine Campus is guilty of fueling -the fire wheneVe'r possible.
"In the beginning, the main concern by the students and
faculty was the Seeming lack of concern .by the adininistia-
tibn. Towing all violators appeared to.be the Ultimate
panacea.
Now, at long last, serious action is being taken to try and
alleviate the shortage of parking spaces. Commendable
recommendations are being drawn up arid presented to the
university community.
The $65 increase is a bit steep in lig•hr of the numerous
other cotts the students face, but may be the only Way to tru-
ly change the existing situation. .
- The recommendation- to reduce the width of parking spaces.
in new and repaved lots to increase capacity is quite off the .
mark. Many people's automobiles have suffered the conse-
quences of the hurried parker trying to squeeze tuto-a &it •
too small for their vehicle. If car doors with "dings" are
commonplace in the existing lots, what will happen in the
new lots with smaller parking spaces?
Enforcement of parking rules 24 hours a day, including
weekends is ridiculous„
Imagine•the scenario, on a rainy night, about 9 p.m. • a
student is hurrying to meet his/ .her study group at the
library. Under the proposed receomendations, the student
would have to park by the old text book annex, although the
faculty lot in back of Stevens Hall may be completely empiv
Friends making thi trek up to Orono for the weekend i
would either have 10 arrive before 4 p.m. on Friday to get
their temporary parking decal or call ahead to ask their host
to register their vehicle. On the ocher hand, the university
could personally-welcome-them -by-texiing-their car-and force
them to get aquainted with the department of public safety.
Combined student, facultY and staff suggestions to correct
this situation are badly needed. Howeser, further restraints
on parking freedom is not the answer.
•
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One last harrah
Tse written a weekly column
in The Daily Maine Campus for
more than threcoars. But this
one is different. This one is my
last. Now, I *as all set to fill
this space with my usual satire.
but1. it was not to be. I just
couldn't let Mk last column go
by without sincerely thanking a
few individuals who have made
a difference in not only my col-
umn writing, but also in my
First. to the group of movers
and shakers that were concern-
ed enough to write in and let us
at the DMC know we were be-
ing sexist because we were prin
ting more pictures of men on
the front page. than women.
thank you. Your letters have
led to sweeping policy changes
'down here at the Campus.
In fact, starting next
semester, 'the only pictures to
- appear in this newspaper bi
of grandmothers living in
Flainsville, Iowa.
This will lead to new and ex-
citing front pages. For example,
the cut line under a picture with
a story about President Lick
would read something like this,
'President Lick yesterday an-
nounced he will sell Fogler
Library to raise money for the
construction of an enclosed
foothall stadium., Pictured
above is Elenore , Lug. She
 raises hogs. ,We think she's
great.'
4
Michael Di Cicco
. Next .on my appreciation list.
is an assorted mix of bumbling
buffoons lost somewhere in the
stratosphere of the UMaine ad-
ministration. Thanks people,
.yoUr chronic foot-in-Mouth
.diatutse and meltdown of the
mind has given me a wealth of
column fodder over the years.
To the few members of stu-
dent government who like to
call in every few days and re-
mind us at the DMC of just
how important you are., thanks.
Your great oratory capabilities
are only surpassed by an even
greater lack of anything to say.
To those who read my col-
umn and take it literally: Peo-
ple who really think I went
grocery shopping with a
brilliant economist, dined with
various world leaders at Pat's
Pizza and searched for Stiviet
subs lurking in. Baxter State'
Park. thanks. You people arc
great. You scare me a little bit,
but you're great.
To the tiny but bras e herd of
paranoid UMainc fire fighters
whose favorite words seem to
be. Viiii? How did you find
out about that? No comment.'
Thanks. Counseling is free here
while-you all
are students. Why don't you
give it a try?
Next to last on my apprecia-
tion list are all those people who
have been offended by my col-
umn- over the years. Thanks.
Your cards, letters and phone
have been a constant
(!itirce of jot. for me. Now, why
don't you lighten: thilielrtiji---
before you have. a collective
nervous breakdown? ';
Finally, to the people who
take the time to read my col-
umn once in a while, thanks.
Really. I hope you've enjoyed -
reading it as much as l'se en-
joyed writing it.
Good bye.
Michael Di -Cicco is a senior
Journalism major from Essex
Junction, Vermont. This col-
umn is dedicated to my coni-
padre' John Holyoke, who has
always been there to bounce
column ideas off of or to grab
a cup of coffee with.
........
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Sign your evaluation
To the editor:
--
I'm responding to Sherry
Tinkham's letter in the Apt"'
,,.27th Main," Canspus, --- -
Yes. incke&_ al ua-
tick. -time is '.here again. Pro-
bably no one in Maine is more
aware of that than I. BY next
week, one would have tajust_
enter my office in Wingate Hall
to witness the es idence piled sky
high.
One would also see that
"neo-classical" Machinery that
all faculty evaluations are rim
through. The equipment is an
Optical Mark Reader (OMR) or
in lay terms, a scanner. This
• OMR that I operate, as Scoring
Technician for the Registrar's
Office, is a highly technical
computer that reads graphite
-Marks. The scanner shreds
nothing, not even your exams I
score on it.
One of my duties is to process
all faculty evaluations. I strong.
Is stress that ALL evaluations
forms, including the unsigned
ones which Ms. Tinkham stated
go straight to the neo-
classical All American Shred-
der", are processed.
Each year, I scan-not shred-
about 80,000 evaluation forms
-from UMaine, UMA, UMF,'
Husson College. and beginning
this semrster; Colby College.
Every semester, I spend many
long. tedious weeks preparing,
scanning and returning ALL
faculty evaluations , and
printouts.
Ms. Tinkham wonders if
'those questions are really word-
so that the student is not in-
fluenced to give a positive
review. " Read the questions.
and—you'll realize thes are ar-
ranged so you can't just mark
straight down any one column
for a strictly .positiveinegative
review. If you do, you will not
be responding with your true in-
tentions. Beware, read careful-
ly before replying.
Sherry is concerned about
unsigned evaluations, and so
am I. Some students may fear
that if they sign negative evalua-
tions, then - the instructors will
give them low grades. Please
rest assured, university policy
prohibits me from returning any
evaluations or printouts before
the grades deadline_ This pro-
Don't knock it
to the editor:
I has-e a few -things to say
regarding Dan Bustard's col-
umn, "Spring Fling madness in
the mud"
Dan, I'm disappointed that
you felt it was necessary to slam
'South Campus' Spring Fling in
your column. I think that there
area few things that should be
For ins1ancc ----
As GiGB Vice Presidenf,—
perhaps you Should have at-
tended the meetings when tbc
event was being planned, so that
you could have shared' your
ideas (which I'm. sure would'
have made it a success.) 
-•
You4eferred to Friday night's
--Irfoct—Party as a "joke",
-perhaps you should ask some of -
the appriosimately 50 people
whO were begging the p) to
play more music if they agree
with you. (Funny, I was there all
night and I don't remember see-
mg you 'there!)
You said that holding a semi-
formal iri a cafeteria is not your
4...q.••••*"'"'
idea of a Spring Fling-did you
take a look at the cal .when the
decorations were all up? It Was
beautiful-I could barely
recognize it.
_ As for the comment about
fans at the game having the in-
telligence of a flea. I fail to see
how sharing dorm spirit (by
cheering your team. on in the
rain) reflects unintelligent
--behasior. I think that a better
example of this is writing about
a trip-to-the toilet, or using the
expression "sucked terribly" in
your column.
I do hope you take a minute
to think about the things that
I've Said. Even if your column
.wasn't completely serious, you
should consider how your -un-
founded comments affect those
who put a great deal of time
and energy into the weekend, all
in the hope of providing some
springtime fun for South Cam-
pus residents,—
Beth Boucher
York Hall
Letters to the editor should be 300 words or
less, and giest columns about 450 words.
For verification purposes, a name, address,
and phone number must accomfany all
Jotters.
cedure helps lo eliminate a •
grading bias.
Tinkham is very right
about „one thing. Faculty cs-al u a -
(ions do give you students a
chance to provide the universi-
ty with valuable information,
1 For each course, I send the
respective department chair-
person a two-ply, statistical
report and ..ttie evaluation
forms. One copy of this report
is then given to the instructor
and the other dim- becomes an
important part of his/her per-
sonell file. This file is used to
help determine tenure, peer
evaluatioas and personell
action.
- But, if ybu have a serious
complaint and won't sign your
forms, then don't expect the
system to be able to change the
curriculum. Believe me, the
university does listen, because it
cares. So, fill out those "ques-
tionaires". Speak out, and to be
counted, as Sherry urged,
"SIGN" YOUR EVALUA-
TIONS".if you want results.
Sandy Drennen
Scoring-Technician
Registrar's Office
*" Cli-UNCJE. 1111.4*-1 •
ArWr. • .0,
,
RP.
CHARLIE SHEEN.
Actor
PS
Response
PAT SAJAK
Talk Show Host
More money
To the editor:
Ok, enough is enough. The
University is asking that the
communication fee be raised
(again):-The University also
wants to assess each student $30
and then $60 dollars over the
next two Semesters for the new
.Student Center. Now, as if that.
weren't, enough, Mr. /weds
- task force recommends that the
parking fee be raised by a fac-
, tor- of 13 to $65?
- 
- Let's .be reasOntibIeT AndTo
top it all off, one of the recom-
mendations by this committee
was to 'Develop a long-term
parking policy after campus-
wide assessment! AFTER
CAMPUS
-WIDE ASSESS-
MENT?! There -has been a
parking problem on this cam-
pus for the 4 years I have been
aS11
Waghnrn
Lere and an assessment of the
problem hasn't been done yet/
What has the administration -
been doing: Hoping that the.
_problem will take care of
or spending (wasting) too much- -
time on short-term, short-
sighted solutions? (Remember
those 'useful' lots. that were
painted on the i1.)
What's this other 'recom-
mendation'?? Uniform enforce-
ment of parking-motor vehicle
rules I guess :there really is a
first time for everything.
I agree that a solution to this
problem must be found. But I
think that it is time to stop solv-
ing University problems at the
students' expense. •
Nik Rende
Resident Assistant
Kennebec Hall
Be considerate
To the editor:
I do not consider myself an
environmentalist but I ex-
perienc,ed great distress when
walking through the forests sur-
rounding the I'M campus
Thursday.
I am in Biology 100 and we
had to go °man ecology field
trip. I was appalled by the
amounts of garbage littered all
over the forest.
It seems with Maine Day just
two weeks past that the forest
might have been clean or that
we, the students, might have
thou-0U more carefully about
carelessly littering.
It is bad enough to have a lit-
tered campus but please, let's
make an effort to keep our
forest clean. We won't be direct-
ly or ,immediately affected; it
will be the wildlife who will suf-
fer first. Let's have some
consideration.
Crystal.'" Hodgkins
- 402 Knox Hall
r-
•S
•
•
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Due to a mailing error The Daily
Maine Campus will not be running
Doonesbury for the remainder of
the week.
•Beijing
tcontinued trom page
The protest in Shanghai, china's most..
important trading and industrial city,
began in the early afternoon when about_
6.000 students, carrying banners read-it-1i
"give us' democracy and . freedom,"
blocked! traffic in front of city govern-
ment offices.
wient leader—s- presented_ petitions 
demanding -political reform and the
said the protest -
ended about. 10 pm.. .
An Anfean teacTier>iiiid rass-
boycott, which startecrin Beijing and
spread earlier this week to Tianjin, has.
moved to Shanghai. About half of the
students at Fudan University. the city's,
leading school, are striking, said Jason
Hunado, of Pctrtland, Oregon.
He quoted student activists' at Fudatt-.-
as say ingthat student leaders from Beij-
ing_belped organize the strikc• and the 
march. Student 'leaders have also been
sent to Beijing for more .coOrdination.
he said. Earlier, students from Tianjin
came to Beilinkg for guidancewitheir
movement. • - -
in Beijing,. 65 student leaders from 33
universities bicycled more than
miles to deliver an ultimatum to the
National Peopk's Congress. China's
legislature: the State Council, its cabinet;
and the Central'Committee-of the rul-
ing Communist Party
In a handwritten letter, the students
demanded the government recognize and
hold talks with the United Association
of Beijing Universities, an independent
association set up during their 2-week-
old campaign for democratic reform.
They want a ftee. press, freedom of
assembly :and publicatiorrand amend to
official corruption.
If they are turned down, they said, _
they will march Thursday.
That day marks -the 70th anniversary
of China's first student demonstration,
which- turned into a movement • for
demoeratie and scientific reforms_
Beijing students-aiready have march-
ed five times to Tiananmen Square since - -
April 17. defying police warnings. An
estimated WOO students at 41-colleges ,
in Beijing also have beenthopeottiag4;lass— _
since April 24:
After a march April. 27 crew drew
cheers and applause from tens Of
t hotisaiiiir of bytàidrs, the govern-
ment 'held a sefies of meetings with in-
vited students
gOCE 55011.6tos
"V'tjP4
Answer to yesterday's Professor 'Ellip-
soid's „Puzzle . •
1)12
2) Most doors have two doorknobs,
one on the left-and one, on the right.
3) Either-answer is correct, 26 and 3
is 64. - -
_4) A clay and a half,
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Dan Bustard 
Soap Opera
journalism
Hi Pete.
How are yob today. Pete?
Placed any bets today, Pete?
The continuing saga involving Pete
Rose, nianaict of the Cincinnati
Reds, and his betting have brought a
new era into sports journalism.
The Soap Opera generation. .
Oh sure, Wade Boggs has not ex-
ly helped-, but-he is net in the! •
don that Rose is in, a future Hall of
Fame man still in the game and hav-
ing a high profile:
Cieraldois very happy, even hap-
-pier than when .Mao baby went
media frazy ovet the Chicken Man.
You see, with all this new ethics
and conduct stuff brought Or by
Rose: Boggs and Speaker of the
House Jim Wright is just *ha!,
vultures like Gerald° are waiting for.
For now the press can attack those
who are.ldolized by millions, bring
them down and rise their own
popularity to boa.
Not that Rose, Boggs and Wright
don't deserve the coverage, but the
Pandora's Box that has been opened
signals a new Period 'korai/media
ligurercommuniciition.
I can see - it now: (Imagine a
-drtasaiike -something 
to a David Letterman show)
.Bustard: So Mr. Boggs, what do
you think about Clemens' tonight?
Boggs: What do you mean? Stay
away from me, you scummy,
headline-seel ing press leech.
Bustard: So what about your
34
-game hitting streak? ---
?\
Well, anyway,' his stuff was ig-
nored back in the ofddays,- when' the
players and the press èe chums just
trying to work out, a Iii
Now the sporting superstars make
more money that the President of the
United States and the press are being
viewed as having performed inter-
ships at the National Inquirer as 'k
pre-requisite to owning a degree in
journalism.
From this time forward, reporters
will have to live in fear of being
treated like lepers and AIDS victims
when trying to get stories.
There is no such problem at the
non-professioTial level (yet), but
anyone can sec such yellow jour-,_
nalism spreading throughout the
sporting world.
Rose is being investigated by the
baseball commissioner's office, as
well as every major daily newspaper
ind magazine_around.
The illustrious -Boston Herald
covered every angle possible in the
Boggs-Adams case (except for the
Penthouse camera angle, of course).
Why?
Investigative reporting concerns
more than just punching out gossip
on the stars and dirt on the coaches.
It involves finding out things that
relate to-.sports or news and not what
the societal pages need for filler.
I just hope that I don't have to
chase down some fool lead like if a
(see STUFF page lift
,
Track, cross country programs
at UMaine looking to improve
by Dan Busiiri--
taff %%kola
—Shoots around the Ikiiteifflitek-----The:-:clollars. While'sufficient funding was not
  _
. .
Jim Ballinger is feeling pretty good
right now.
The head coach of the University of
Maine track and field teams as well as --
cross country knows that things here in
Orono are looking up.
After coming back from Philadelphia
for the Penn Relays. Ballinger looked
ahead. when UMaine will host two
ional ClItiMptOnShip (YEWS In The
coming school year.
"We will be hosting the-North. Atlan-
_ tic Conference cross country meet this-.
tall,- Ballinger said, "as well as the
Eastern Leagues Indoor Track cham-
pionships-in the winter."
The,two meets will bring two different
kinds of competition northward...*
The NAC meet will consist mostly of
Brandt let go
by new Dallas
- Cowboy owner
Jerry Jones
Last link to original
oCwboys dismissed
IRVING, Texas (AP) -- Gil Brandt,
the last member of the original group
who built the Dallas Cowboys from
scratch. was , dismissed by new owner
Jerry Jones on Tuesdays
"He (Jones) told me finamces was the
reason, that he's losing S29,000 a
day," Brandt told _ The Associated
Press. "He'll probably fire four or five
scouts including Bob Griffin.
'1 told him I know I did as good a job
as possible. I feel good about the 29
years I had with the Cowboys. But it's
a bad way for it to end. He didn't even
shake my hand."
Brandr was a photographer who
dabbled in esaulating professional foot-
ball talent when he was hired by club
president Tex Schramm as the Cowboys'
chief talent scout.
Schramm, Brandt, owner Clint Mur-
chison and coach Tom Landry built the
team in 1960 starting with an office in
an Automobile Club building.
Murchison died several years ago after
he had sold the team to Bum Bright.
Jones, who bought the team from
Bright on Feb. 25 for $140 million, fired
Landry and Schramm resigned to
become president of the International
Football League.
Brandt's brainstorms included draf-
ting track and basketball stars and us-
ing computers to analyze talent.
He said leaving the team will be like
going from a "mansion to a pup- tent.
But anything beats the water torture df
the last few days. you'd jump every time
the telephone rang."
The triumvirate management team of
Sc-KrammjAndry and Brandt took the
Cowboys to 20 consecutive winning
seasons (1966-85), including five Super
Bowl appearances and two victories.
Brandt said he had no immediate
(see BRANDT page 14)
-thtiversity of Vermont altd-rhe Unlver - r-Ano.-Ailable yet to present a, plan te the
shy of---New Hampshire_ .and-Whatever UMaine Board of , the hope for
schools join the conference to fill the gap ' a home meet in 1 exists.
--created by the departure of Siena
Canisius College and Niagara
College.
The Easterns consist of UVM and
UNH as well as Southern Connecticut
a perennial Division III powerhouse, and
other non-Division 1 teams.
The • NAC._meet_will include women
for the first time this fall, Ballinger said,
noting that the teams that win this meet
are usually di-MeV:T-1WD or three in New
"Without facilites, it is very difficult
England. r _ in
11) bring 
the good athletes," Ball-
' "Vie really feel Pretty good (about the 
program)," Ballinger added, also
noting that he feels a new outdoor facili-
ty is two years in the making.
 -Ballinger feels the approximate cost of
a new track would be around $400,000
n
There are also two more home meets
scheduled for the indoor season, mark-
ing an increase over the ,one held last
January, which was the last home event
of any...kind. for [(ginger's program.
When speaking on the type of talent
needed to be competitive with the teams
UMaine competes against, Ballinger said
a new outdoor track would be a help.
„inger said. "Most of the people we are
recruiting are considering schools like
Boston College, Clemson, Rutgers,
places like that which hase good
facilites. "
Daily Maine Campus
Athlete of the Week
UMaine outfielder Mark Sweeney
was a major force in helping the
Black Bear baseball team sweep
the University of Vermont c -last
weekend and secure the ECAC
New England conference title.
Sweeney drove in three RBIs in
each of the UMaine wins.
. I.
_
•
-•
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LA's Johnson looking to finish off Blazers
by the-!kssoctated Press
Magic 'Jo:Orison wants the Los Angeles
Utkers series against Portland to end
quickly.
- "You want to win as qui41y is You'
can, just to get it over with; " Johnson
ADVERrISINQ
iN
Daily
--i-fainc÷ampits 
realt9 works!
CALL 581 1273
after I :(X),
said. "You -can look around and* that
some people are fighting for their
lives."
Johnson scored 30 points and had 16
assists' last Thursday as Los Angeles won
the series.eitielier 128-108. He scored.3`.5
points with 12 assists and eight rebounds
Sundayisihe Lakers won 113-105 to take
r1:0'lead inihe best-or-fh4 series.
"%Ve'diike to go into,Game 3 and close
it -up rithi-There." Byron Scott said:
."You want tow it done as soon as you
can, so you can rest for the next
scrim 7!
tos Angeles, 7-0 against the Trait
Blazers this season, tries to wrap it-ttp-
_in_Portidsriddnesdaa-nighLjnsither_Akcem_Olajuntea-
1,Wdnesday games. Seattle tries_to finish
off-lkusiton and Cleveland' and-Clicago
\ will brtik their 1,1-deadlock.
Portland interim coach Rick. Adelman
knows the Wail Blazers must change
something. He's just not sure what.
"1 hope there's something else we can
do differently," he said. "There better
be. " , 
-
Adelman tried a new starting lineup
in Sunday!.i_ game, inserting Danny
Young in the backcourt and ,shifting
ClYde,Drexler to small forward in place
of Jerome Kersey.
Drexler drew three fouls in the first
31/2 minutes and sat out the rest -of the
quarter. Young left a tior time later
. with a disIdeatedring finger on his right
hand. He returned. however, and played
a total of 28 minutes.
While Portland is looking to change
things, Seattle wants. them to remain the
same. That may be hard, though.
Dale Ellis. the SuperSonics' „leading
scorer, suffered a broken nose when he
caught an elbow in the face during Seat-
tle's 109-97 ,yictory Sunday night. '
"I'd like to May, but I don't want to
heursai.t my- team or hurt myself worse,"
Ellis completed Sundas's game and
finished with 15 points. 12' : belos% his
regular season average.,
"1 didn't know if if was broken -*Jur-
• ing the game. It witsirthrobbing type of
NaTTY- "
.3inIs. with 12. "reboewhCcre61.und- s in --ed 0Came 32Iw .
thinks Houston will-rebound _
_where the Rockets haven't lost to Seat-
Ile .since the 1987 playoffs.
"Sure, we can come back," he said.
"It's neit over. We're going to go home
and put the pressure back on them."
Houston coach Don Chaney also was
confident. -
We fought too hard to get here, and
I certainly don't want a qui4 mit,"
he said. "I'd like to come back io Seat
tie again."
Chicago and Cleveland are in a dif-
ferent situation. Each wants to tale the
lead in their series.
Michael Jordon said the.Bulls can't
relax just because they're going home:
"They're not automatic. We know it's
not guaranteed," said Jordon, who
had 30 points and -10 rebounds in
Chicago's 96-88 loss on Sunday.
"They beat us Nee out of three—in _
Chicago this year. We're not going to rest
and expect the homecourt advantage ta
win it for us."
Read The Daily Maine Campus
every day for all sports, local, state.,
and national news.
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair The genius had all that time. Abile you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded agronomy exam. \
On the other hand, Marin gj,Ve you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and, mentally alert for hours. Safely and comeniently. So
Eisen when the subiect matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp, •
If Galileo had used Marin. maybe he could have mastered the solar _
syStem faster, ton. , •Revive with VivARINt
-canoweseAusulititmieptiodie • i imam lit PIO . •
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Announcing Price Reductions on
Apples To Leading Produc
Nlacintosh
Plus
NEW!! 9-11 and  24 
tor by appointment) -17-
i-Jay Hendersnn
Uthe ISC 58I-2519-
•
Macintosh plus provides 1 meg
of memory, a built-in 800K disk
drive and keyboard with built-in
numeric keypad.
Only4'.972.00
-
•Authorized-Da'ler
Open During Finals Week
Macintosh SE20 takes the Plus
a-step further by offering one
built-in 800K disk drive and a
Macintosh Internal-20SC Hard
Disk.- -
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOUReE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS cfNTER
11 Sti18115-fiALL, UM
Only $2092.00 ,
. r.
db. I
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Hurry to tive_Crossland
Alumni Center to apply for
your own University of Maine
Alumni credit card.
You've spent fi .tir years preparing for the
real world, and here's the final piece. Before
youradu-ate, apply for a Special Edition VISA 
or MasterCard, for credit-convenience plus
the added pride and recognition that comes
Withbeing a MAINE alum—at great savings
also! A low $10.00 annual fee gives you-aVISA.
or MasterCard with a low Annual Percentage
• Rate of just 16.5%, -cash advances at over
5(1.(X)0 ATMs worldwide. travel insurance. and
discounts, andinuch more. Plus:part of your
annual fee and-a port kin-Of every transaction
goes to benefit the kiniVersity's Alumni A.ssoci-
abort To pick up your application stop- in at •
the Crossland nAlumni Center. right across
from Alfond Arena, and get one of the two ,
most important benefits of graduating_ •
•
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
410
BANK
•
,
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Team of students at
UNH to compete in
sub race in Florida
CONCORD. N.H. (AP) = While tise in submarine design. These kids are
most codege studentt Itte cramming for all undergraduates and it's their first ex-
finals or eagerly awaiting summer break, perience doing something like this."
six University of New- Hampshire seniors. So far, the UNH teirtes lack of (m-
are *Pending their final school days in perienc* has no hurt. On Sunday, the sub
the university_ _ . was given its first test in the yNli_pool.
But 'don% get the wrontimpression.-11,1eft the *in buoyant.
,The students aren't ignoring their school "I tly surprised." Sedor
work, but rather they are working on-a said. "I thbgbtWwoud_to down likç.
senior project that might have made even a rock." --__ •
author Jules Verne a bit jealous. Sedor said further tests- II be con-
The students; along with nine faculty ducted -at Lake Winnepesaukeleat
and staff helpers in Durham, are Bay later this month.
• building a subniarine for the First An- The sub has a fairly simple with
nual International Submarine Races to a unique steering system, Sedor •
i_be hold in West Palm Biach, Fla. June, made of treated plywood, ng filled -
; 23-25. The races are open to any college, with foam' for buoyancy nd ;Leman, a
university or company. very durable plastic The sub is,posscred
Although the submarine in Verne's by pedaling and is s'iired by shifting the
futuristic book traveled 20.000 leagues propeller..
- -under the sea, the UNH model will dive - Seder said most other subs at the race
to a depth of only about 20 ftet. will be steered by a. ',Adder rather' than
"It's the neatest thing," said Gerald by shiftinithe propeller.
Sedor; team coordinator and UNH "We still have to work out a few pro--i_
marine engineer. "It's really nice to see blems with the steering, but it worked
then (the students.) working so hard. " , very well whet) we-tested it," he said. ,
Sedor-iiiid the students diicxd to • -Durtn—Ildse-Competition. one s u
build the vessel for their senior project -will pedal the sub while the other st
and have been working on it during their Both will have oxygen tanks.
free time for most of this school year. As an added safety precautisin, all of
"They really are getting. something the students must be certified divers who
that no class could teach them." he have passed a water safety test. The sub'
said. "They're working as a team and also has been designed with an escape
learning things that can't be taught in a system that must pass inspection at_the
classroom." 
_
rate.
Tberweillerson silb is clistifielrat a Sedor said the ocOlof the sub.hisbeen
•' wet Sub." meaning it fills with water kepi under $3,000 because of donations
when it is submerged. All of the other of materials- -by businesses.. However,
itiiisIhe orte-Tdometer race :tart* thilor said he isbaving a piobTern raiS-
same size and class, although the designs ing the $8,000 needed to get the entire
Will vary. team, and sub, to Florida.
Sedor said the UNH team wilt face "We still need about $4,000, " he
stiff competition at the race. 1eanu4from said. "It would be a shame of after all
.t he Massachusetts Institute for the work they've put into it some of the
Technology. U.S. Naval Academy and kids couldn't go."
Lockheed Corp'3 Advanced Marine If they were to win the competition,
Systems are expected to compete. the team's financial situation would ifs-
"The competition will be tough," porve, dramatically. FIrst prize for the
Sedor said. "Most of the schools are us- race is $5.000 donated by H.A. Perry
in graduate students and the companies Foundation-a non-military sub
entered in the race already have ewer- manufacturer frOm Hingham, Mass.
;STUFF
player or coach has ibanged religions
to the neo-nazi  party.
Leave that garbage to Mr. Rivera. -
_
Dai! Bustard is a junior journalism
major from Presque Isle who sincer-
(mediated from page II) '
ly hopes that the social life of every
liallplayer does not become front
page news when he finally jets in a
position to cotter things that impor-
tant (in about 35 years, that is).
*Brandt 
• plans.
"I base no plans to join another NFL
team," Brandt said. ,"1. haNe had an
Offer to write a book."
Brandt evaluated the talent for lAn-
dry. who made the calls. In the 1970s,
the Cowboys were considered the
r sharpest organization in the NFL at -
(continued front page
Judging talent.
In recent, years, tne formula didn't
work. Of the last 15 players drafted in
the first three rounds by Brandt, only
four are now starters.
- The Cowboys hadn't had a winning -
Season since 1985 and finished 1=13 last
-year-second worst in_their histor
Read the Sports Pages I
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Sehiors,
What can you g6t at UMaine that
you-can't get out nf schnnl ? —
Well, besides snow in-April
and °fie of the best hockey
tearns, you can get major
iscoun s on e popular
,Macintosh line of computers.
Through educational
discounts. UMaine can sell
the Macintosh at prices
unheard of in the real world.
The Macintosh SE/30
As part of a senior promotion. Apple is dropping the prices on two of its most popular • _
computers. Each unit comes with_thelettageWriter II printer. This is a 9 pin dot-matrix printeTthat
can sypport color printintl. First, the SE - 201ID, This is one of entry level computers in the - -
product. line. This macine is equipped with an internal hard disk for convenient mass storage. In-
side is a NuBus slot for your future expanding need. This slot has many cards available including
color. DOS support. large screen monitors, and acceleratqrs. Apple has provided several external
:expansion ports including modems. second disk drives-la-6d up to seven SCSI devices. This in-
cludes hardware like scanners, hard drives. CD-ROM. and certain laser printers. Apple has also
made the provision for a very easy upgrade to the SE 30.
The SE 30 - 404-fats:Apple's.low cqst, high powered workstation. It is equipped with
Motorola's newest processor, iti8030. It comes with a built in math co-processor to speed up
intensive calculations The SE'30 comes with an internal 40 megabyte hard drive for a convenient
mass storage and alt the exrta ports described above. Also inside is Apple's new 96 pin expansion
port. This port allows for expansion into whole new computing realms with cards such as digital
sound processing and 24 bit color. Lastly. the unit-is equipped with what Apple calls the SuperDrtve.
This disk drive can read many formats ol data. So it is equally comfortable in a Macintosh. MS-
DOS, Pro-DOS. or the PS 2 environments.
Retait Price - Our Price Savings
,
SE - 20HD $4600.00 .
,
_$2500.00
.
$2100.00
5,,E 30 - 40HD $5670.00 $3680.00 $1990.00
For further information on these two workstations. contact Jay Henderson or David Sliwinski at the
tvtickocomputer Resource Center in 11 Shibles Hall. open Monday. Wednesday, and Friday from 9-
11 .and-.?-4 or by appointment by calling 581-2519
4acinto81-1
The power to be your best.
The: In6INOtional
Sytarn'npnter
Microcomputer Resource Center
11 Shibles Hall University of Maine
f
,
,
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All: seniors who have pledged Stniol-Challenge '89
- are invited to attend:
SENIOR CHALLENGE CELEBRATInN, Thursday. May 4
4:00-5:00 RM. Crossland Alumni Center. Wine,
ciiiese and your pass to ORONOKA NIGHT!'
Is your name included?
Kimberly AkeleN„,
biscf Alien
Laura Bass
christopher.Bailey
Lisa Bailey
Troy D. Reulieu -
Theodore Boland
Micholle:WOlaut
Christine Bonenfant
Lisa Bourbon .
Gina Branagan
John Braniri
Janis C Broadbent
Paul Bouchard
Catherine Bunin
David Caril
Susannah CarY
Theresa Cerabona
Christopher Chaps
Lola Chasse
Jeffrey Cloutier
Susanne Connelly
Gregory-Connors
Barbara Constantine
Shawn Corey
Rosalee Cousins
Sheri Crowley
William K. Day
Margaret Davis
Miranda Davy
Jennifer Dearborn
Katharine Dearborn
Jennifer Deemer
Jennifer Dill
Douglas. Dorsey
Jennifer Doughty
An Doyon
David: Dreher
Philkp Drew
Deborah..Putton_
James -Duval
Michelle Farley
Jeffrey Fearon
Harriet-Ferrell.
Tamr4 fit-dr
:VOZ•0••••• IP:4.
Stacey Flink
CarfilYltforget
Beth Fiaser
John Gallant
Denise Gardner
Michelle Geil-con
Lisa Gerais
William -Gordon
Jennifer Grondm —
A,endN Gulliver
Peter Hallowell
Amy Hamilton
Pale Hamilton
Glen Hannon
Suzanne Harmon
Eric Hase
Catherine Healy
Chen, I Holmes
Heather Jenkins
Melissa Johnson
John Kachmar
Ailliam•Kennedv Jr
friend of the Class. of .$9
Kieth liar Brie -
Sandra Ladd
Mark L3Fountain
.Attichelle LaPointe
Michael Lambert
Friend of the Class of '89
David LeBlanc
Jon Lee
Lisa Levesque
.Sliouri Lister
Han Littlefield
- tauren tunny
Stephanie Lydon
ie McConnell
Nekki McKeen
Thomas McNeil
Randy Metevier
Mark Monroe
Brian Moody
David Moore-s
Susan -Murgo
Kristen Myers
Knstina Napolitano
Elizabeth Nagelin
Heather Newman
Bethany Paquette
Sherry—Paul
Cynthia Payne
_Timothy Pease
John Peterson
Timothy' Plumer
Nicole Potvin
Suzanna Prentiss
Wendy Provost
David Quinn
Edward Radgowski. Jr
Christine Reardon
Martin Richard
Todd Richard .
Mark Robarts
Mark Robinson'
Lisa Roy
John Ryan
John Salvatore
Leslie Slattler
Colleen Schaeffer
Kimberley Shei be r
bfrin Sewell
Renee Secina
Sarah Simmonds
Cecelia Sirianni
Kristen Schulze
Peggi Smith
Brian Stanton
JohivSteward
Cynthia Stewart
Coii4rid 'Wei:it:-
Kele Stratton
Brian Sullivan
Kimberly Sumner
Lisa Taylor
Troy Taylor
Jodi Tedford
Kimberty_Thibeau
Kevin Thies ,
Timothy Thompson
Joseph Trefet hen
Jeffrey Turner
Jill Vallev
Aimee Vandal'
Robert Warren
Heather Welch
Kimberly White
Julia Whitney- ---
Todd Woodman
Heidi Woodward
Andrew York
Jeffrey Zachau
Friend of the Class of
_
If you've pledged and your name' is missing, call 58I-ALUM immediately!
If you haven'tkdged and you-wantio-loin•the fun,
call your pledge in Way and add Our name to theist (58I-ALUM)
t.1.14 J ligrt ..110321
4 Come share a piece of our world!
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